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ABSTRACT 
 
The interplay of service design and front-line staffs’ behaviours are critical 
to co-creation of value. Theorists characterize approaches to service 
design as loose-tight. Tight design, emphasized in the literature, assumes 
use pre-scripted approaches can determine the boundaries of the 
co-creation process. The dynamic of service processes demands 
front-line staff to operating around these boundaries in spontaneous 
improvisation with and for customers. This relates to the loose perspective 
and draws theoretical legitimacy from the human agency position that 
argues individuals improvise service process to create novel solutions in 
the dynamic value co-creation process. Deepening understanding reveals 
how staffs formulate loose-tightness of service design. 
 
Value co-creation is defined and shaped by social context. Extant 
theorizing explains design influences in individualistic contexts that centre 
on achieving autonomy and control. Customers’ explicit statements of 
needs are met by empowered employees charged with independent 
decision making. Collectivist-Chinese contexts concern the 
interdependence of actors managed through a service system oriented 
towards management of guanxi (connection). This reveals the 
interdependent nature of the Chinese mind that drives interaction towards 
virtuous social interactions as face work. These expressions of a 
collectivist social structure are very different from social structures in the 



Western world and dominant in service research. Understanding 
tight-loose design in this emergent and highly significant social context is 
worthy of attention. 
 
 We draw on in-depth interviews with experienced front-line service 
employees in high contact service settings in the collectivist context. 
Analysis followed a grounded approach and the emergent categorization 
was refined through expert interviews.  
 
 Findings reveal that the tight approach of service design set a base 
prototype for service delivery. This prototype incorporates specific scripts 
and is enabled by human resources management (e.g., training lectures 
and coaching) and organizational regulation. These scripts set norms and 
boundaries that prevent service employees from breaking norms of 
respect to their supervisors. Service employee repeatedly examined these 
scripts in a process of social learning (e.g., observation of others and 
understanding supervisor preferences) to confirm and validate scripts. 
Service employees deviate from scripts when both the risk of being caught 
is small and the scripts do not align with their service concepts.  
 
 Findings indicate the significance of dynamic interplay with 
customers as critical to explain the loose approach. In the value 
co-creation process, customers’ implicit cues and explicit requests create 
demands and challenge the tight approach of service design. Employees’ 
improvisation develops from the inevitably incomplete scripts to 
compliment the tight approach. This process of improvisation involves 
employees’ ability to sense, understand, prioritize and predict customers’ 
needs, desires and goals. Improvisation entails employees’ knowledge of 
contextualized interpretations of effective and socially appropriate 
behaviors. Front-line employees interpret a dynamic on-going process of 
relational influence arriving from evolving guanxi (connection). This 



closing of interpersonal distance promotes customers’ sharing true service 
evaluations and suggests an increase zone of tolerance to service failure.  
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Figure 1: Four behaviours to enactment of tight-loose service design. 
 
We also propose an initial and tentative conceptualization of the 
determinants that influence these behaviours in the Chinese cultural 
context. We interpret design emerging through the influences of 
loose-tight prescriptions and agency (Figure 1).  
 
In the Chinese context we find three main contingencies to design: 
organizational formal practices (clear-fuzzy regulation), customer 
connections (unknown-known customers) and supervisor relationship 
(please-blame by supervisor). Service employees design follow context to 
define four behaviours: following, breaking, improvising, and defending.  
 
The findings are significant in demonstrating both customers’ impact on 
design and the influence of collectivist contexts to this process. 


